A review on disease transmission studies in relationship to production of embryos by in vitro fertilization and to related new reproductive technologies.
This paper addresses the circumstances of germplasm contamination and updates on transmission of pathogenic agents by embryos produced in vitro and by associated techniques. It has been shown that some pathogenic agents might have been associated with the follicular oocytes and oviductal cells, collected for in vitro fertilization (IVF), resulting in infected embryos. Experimental introduction of pathogenic agent with oocytes or infected semen into the IVF system allows, in most cases, for the fertilization of eggs and for the production of some transferable quality embryos. Rendering of oocytes and embryos free of infectious pathogens, using the standard sequential washing or enzymatic treatment, is inconsistent and more difficult in the presently used in vitro fertilization system as compared to in vivo produced embryos.